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So you have been wearing shirts for ages now, and you are a pro in it. Then you must be knowing
the importance of cuffs and collars in a shirt. If you have never really thought about them apart from
when it comes to choosing a shirt style, then this article will make you look at shirts again in a
different light. And it will help you make the right decision while buying shirts.

If you are planning to go for shirt shopping, you must stop by at Jermyn Street Stores for a unique
collection of double cuff and single cuff shirts. But before you make that stop here's some education
on shirt collars and cuffs.

There are mainly two types of cuffs namely French cuffs and button cuffs. French cuffs are those
that have double cuff, and it is this feature that makes the shirt look elegant. If you are used to
rolling your shirtsleeves, this is not the cuff for you.  Button cuff shirts on the other hand have single
cuffs, which are buttoned at the wrist. These cuffs may have a single button between the cuff and its
end. This is to prevent the middle portion of the cuff from exposing the skin. Button cuffs or single
cuff shirts can also have two buttons side by side or a single button.

These were some insight into shirt cuffs. Now let's talk about shirt collars. Do you know that you
should choose shirt collars depending on the shape of your face? If not now you know.

Square face looks good in button down collar, traditional collar, narrow point, and hidden button
down collars. If you have a square face, never go for varsity spread or wide spread collar. For a
round face hidden button down, narrow point, button down collar, and tab collar are great choices.
However, wide spread, varsity spread, and medium spread will be a wrong choice. These were few
examples to give you an idea.

So before you start with your shopping at Jermyn Street Stores for double cuff and single cuff shirts,
make sure you know what suits your face and which style appeals to you.
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Dylan Jones - About Author:
Emmett London offers  dress shirts jermyn street, jermyn st shirts, a jermyn street dress shirt, mens
shirts london, slim fit shirts, single cuff shirts, a jermyn street london shirts, single cuff shirt, single
cuff, double cuff, london jermyn street, single cuff double cuff, cord shirts, shirts london, a jermyn
street shirt, jermyn street shirts etc. These are made to traditional English standards of quality from
fine and unusual fabrics.
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